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A comparative analysis

• Indexes of Labor Efficiency:
- Production per labor hour (kg/h)
- Productivity of labor (kg/$)
- Cost of labor per yield ($/kg)

• Labor requirements in CEA
- Labor and Automation 
- Workforce training needs
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Labor Efficiency Indexes

• Assess their operational efficiency in comparison to peers 
• Assess operational efficiency of the farm over time
• Implementing new production systems

Benchmarks for growers

• Identify areas that may benefit from increased automation
• Identify areas that may benefit from workforce training

Identify the extent of 
automation within indoor 

farms and greenhouses

• Reduce operational costs, 
• Enhance the sustainability
• Enhance competitiveness

Make informed decisions

Photo : PlantedDetroit

Survey: Labor in Controlled Environment Agriculture (CEA)

Greenhouses
One single level growing space

Predominant use of sunlight

Indoor Farms
Use vertical space

Sole-source lighting systems
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Predominantly from the U.S. and Canada Predominantly from the U.S.
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Younger farms, between 1 and 5 years old Almost half are 1 to 5 y/o
~ 1/3 are 6 to 10 y/o
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Mature

Teen

Baby

Microgreens

More diversity in type and maturity of crops.
Herbs are sold as microgreens. Other crops 

are mostly sold as baby.

Except spinach, which is sold as baby or 
mature, all other suggested crops are grown 

to maturity  
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Smaller growing area Larger growing area

736 m2
4,439 m2
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Located in Urban and suburban areas Located in rural or agricultural land

Total Annual Production per Area 
What is the total growing area dedicated to produce leafy greens on your farm, combining all shelf space, for all 
varieties you grow? 

Production relative to growing area is higher in indoor farms than in GreenhousesProduction relative to growing area is higher in indoor farms than in Greenhouses

66 kg/m2

29 kg/m2
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Daily Labor per Area (labor hour per m2∙day)

More labor hours are required per m2 day in Indoor Farms relative to GreenhousesMore labor hours are required per m2 day in Indoor Farms relative to Greenhouses

0.0581 hr/m2 day

0.0094 hr/m2 day

Total Annual Production per Labor hour

Production in kg per labor hour is smaller in Indoor Farms than in GreenhousesProduction in kg per labor hour is smaller in Indoor Farms than in Greenhouses

1.29 kg/labor hour

5.86 kg/labor hour
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Production-related activities 

Seeding
Culturing
Scouting
Transportation
Media Preparation
Nutrient Solution Preparation

Nursery

Nutrient Solution Preparation
Scouting
Transplanting
Mid-culture Re-spacing
Transportation

Cultivation

Trimming
Harvesting
Produce Washing
Packaging
Shipping

Harvesting and Post-
Harvest

General Cleaning
System Sanitation
Worker Sanitation

General Cleaning and 
Sanitation

Warehouse Operations
Delivery
Logistic Coordination

Distribution and 
Logistics

Support activities 

Integrated Pest Management 
(IPM)

Food Safety Control

Job Training

System and Data Control

1) Labor hours (%) 
committed to:

2) Automation

Combining Labor hours committed to Production-related Stages 
and Support Activities

Nursery
8%

Cultivation
20%

Harvesting and 
Post-Harvest

24%

General 
Cleaning and 

Sanitation
12%

Distribution and 
Logistics

8%

IPM
5%

Food Safety 
Control

11%

Job Training
5%

System and 
Data Control

7%

INDOOR FARMS

Nursery
7%

Cultivation
17%

Harvesting and 
Post-Harvest

28%

General 
Cleaning and 

Sanitation
10%

Distribution 
and Logistics

7%

IPM
8%

Food Safety 
Control

9%

Job Training
7%

System and 
Data Control

7%

GREENHOUSE
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Automation per Stages

Wages:

What is the average hourly wage (in 
US$) in your farm in the production of 
leafy greens?  

* Please note that we focus on 
production-related stages and not on 
administration, finance or marketing.

Benefits:

Consider benefit loading the percentage 
over wages that an employer pays for 
employment (e.g. related taxes, health 
benefits, unemployment benefits such as 
retirement). 

What is the average benefit loading (%) on 
the hourly wage in the production of leafy 
greens?

Payroll
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Percentage of total 
payroll committed 
to Administration, 
Finance and 
Marketing 
Personnel (%)

Payroll

30 %

16.5 %

Labor costs and Productivity Index
Survey data findings: Indoor Farms are more labor-intensive than Greenhouses

Kg/m2

IF

GH

Kg/labor hour

IF

GH

Labor hour/m2 day

IF GH

Findings from the Productivity Index Analysis: Greenhouses have much lower labor costs
 Indoor Farms and Greenhouses (mostly) pay similar wages, but Greenhouses (mostly) offered higher benefits.
 Indoor farms had higher percentage of total payroll committed to Administration, Finance and Marketing 

Personnel

GreenhousesIndoor FarmsUnit Index (median values)
0.181.02$/m2∙dayLabor costs (Production-related)*
0.211.33$/m2∙dayLabor costs (adding Adm, Fin, Mkt)*
0.260.06kg/wage $Productivity of Labor
3.8218.03wage $/kgCosts of Labor per kg of Production

* Total growing area
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Overall conclusions

Indoor Farms (shorter cycles and higher plant density) can achieve higher 
yields per area but are also likely to be more labor-intensive than 
Greenhouses.  
Productivity Index Analysis showed that higher labor requirements, could 

make labor costs per kg of produce 4.7 times larger in Indoor Farms. 
Important training skills needed in CEA farms: 
Indoor Farms tend to use more manual labor in the nursery stage, and more automation 

in the harvest and post-harvest stage. 
Greenhouses need more workers in the cultivation stage.    

Indoor Farms have to focus on quality attributes that attract a price premium 
while simultaneously implementing efficient operating standards.

Thank you!

This research is supported by Specialty Crop Research Initiative [grant no. 2019-51181-30017] from the USDA National Institute of Food 
and Agriculture. Any opinions, findings, conclusions, or recommendations expressed in this publication are those of the author(s) and 
do not necessarily reflect the view of the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

https://www.scri-optimia.org/
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